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The Skeff Bar 

"Roomy Bar"

Colloquially known as the "Skeff", this is pub reflects the Irish tradition.

The wooden interior and traditional decor contribute to the comfortable

atmosphere. With six bar areas on different levels, The Skeff Bar is a great

place to meet friends and enjoy a drink. It usually gets fairly crowded at

weekends, so if you would rather sit than stand arrive early! On weekend

nights there is a late bar with a DJ providing the tunes.

 +353 91 56 3173  www.theskeff.ie/  manager@theskeff.ie  Eyre Square, Galway
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The Dail Bar 

"The Hailing Bar Called The Dail Bar"

The Dail Bar is one of the best cocktail spots in town. The exterior of the

pub looks beautiful with pink and black paints, giving it the traditional

Irish village home look. During the day, it is a serene place to enjoy

delicious meals or roasts. But come evening, it transforms into a vibrant

place with live music and regular DJ nights. This acclaimed watering hole

is known for their friendly vibe and crafty cocktails. Drop in to join the fun

at this late night destination.

 www.thedailbar.com/  manager@thedailbar.com  42 - 44 Middle Street, Galway
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Martine's Restaurant Galway 

"Classic Irish Feast"

A family run restaurant in the quaint city of Galway, Martine's Restaurant

has been the neighborhood's most loved eatery, since day one. Replete

with dark-wood furniture, dim lighting and a lively atmosphere, this typical

Irish pub never fails to produce an enjoyable experience. The menu

honors traditional Irish cuisine with its collection of classic dishes that

perfectly replicates the true Irish spirit. Treat your palate to a scrumptious

helping of the signature Claddagh Fish Stew or Slow-Cooked Oxtail and

top it off with a heavenly Chocolate Torte. Along with its extraordinary

food, Martine's also boasts a remarkable collection cocktail and wine, with

the Vesper Martini and Aperol Spritz topping the popularity chart.

 +353 91 56 5662  martines.ie/  info@martines.ie  21 Quay Street, Galway
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Bierhaus Pub 

"The Real House of Beer"

The Bierhaus Pub is one of the newest pubs of the city, just born in 2005.

A typical Irish pub, replete with hardwood furniture, wood paneled floors,

dim-lighting and packed with a lively crowd, this place is ideal for a round

or two of drinks with your friends after a busy working day. It is mostly

renowned for its wide selection of different beers from all over the World

that is the largest of Galway. Here you will be able to taste local

specialties, drink a different beer each time and listen to good live music
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or party with the best DJs.

 +353 91587766  www.galwaycitypubguide.

com/all-

pubs/bierhaus.html

 info@galwaycitypubguide.c

om

 2 Henry Street, Galway
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